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Collas Crill has contributed to the Guernsey and Jersey chapters for Lexology's Private Client 2020 Getting The Deal Through (GTDT).
Lexology GTDT is a content source covering 150 jurisdictions and 112 practice areas, and now includes Lexology Navigator.
The chapters provide a resource for wealthy individuals and their families to guide them through the often significantly different legal
frameworks they may face in other jurisdictions in which they choose to live, do business and invest. The Private Client GTDT aims to
draw together the main issues of importance to a private client in this situation.
Topics covered within both jurisdiction's chapters include; tax, trust and foundations, same-sex marriages and civil unions, succession,
capacity and power of attorney, and immigration.
The Guernsey chapter was produced by Group Partners Angela Calnan and Joanne Seal, Senior Associate Cerisse Fisher and
Associate Greg Haddow. The Jersey chapter was produced by Partner Kellyann Ozouf, Senior Associate Nick Marshall and Legal
Assistant Kylie Young.
Both Angela and Kellyann were recognised in Citywealth's International Powerwomen Top 100, and Joanne as a Citywealth Leader in
2019.
All contributing lawyers form part of the firm's award-winning International Private Client and Trusts, which spans Guernsey, Jersey and
Cayman.
See the full chapters here.
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This note is a summary of the subject and is provided for information only. It does not purport to give specific legal advice, and before acting, further advice should always
be sought. Whilst every care has been taken in producing this note neither the author nor Collas Crill shall be liable for any errors, misprint or misinterpretation of any of the
matters set out in it. All copyright in this material belongs to Collas Crill.
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